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 DESIGN TEAMS MANAGEMENT OF CONFLICT IN REACHING CONSENSUS 
Abstract
Purpose - The purpose of this article is to explore the conversation activities of design teams to 
negotiate task conflict and reach consensus.
Design/methodology/approach - Four case studies were conducted to analyse the 
conversation activities that teams use in the course of design projects.
Findings - The conversation activities that teams used to negotiate conflict and bring about 
consensus were identified. These conversation activities are associated with collaboration, 
communication and social skills enabling teams to engage in the high level of information 
exchange and negotiation that is required to manage task conflict. How they were used to 
negotiate conflict and bring about consensus is also discussed.
Research limitations/implications - The findings from this research are based on a small 
number of participant’s so cannot be generalised without further study with larger groups. 
However, the questions this research has raised can be generalised to other tasks and groups.  
Practical implications - The findings have implications for the management of design teams 
and teams working on complex unstructured problems both in industry and education.  They 
highlight how conflict can be constructively managed to bring about consensus that integrates 
the knowledge and perspective of all team members.
Originality/value - The benefits of task conflict have been disputed in the literature. This 
research has identified the conversation activities that facilitate the constructive management of 
task conflict to bring about consensus that integrates the perspectives and knowledge of a team.
Keywords: Task conflict, design teams, conversation activities, consensus building
Paper type - research paper
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Introduction
During decision making, functionally diverse teams are required to surface and share 
knowledge, identify commonalities and differences in views, consolidate all perspectives, and 
come to solutions that reflect the positions of the team as a whole (Eden and Ackermann, 2010, 
Cheung et al., 2016). During interactions consensus on the understanding of the contribution of 
others and on the position to take on these contributions is required (Kirschner et al., 2008).  
Consensus is ongoing to resolve inconsistencies and conflicts that may occur (Chiravuri et al., 
2011).
Functionally diverse teams do not always engage effectively in information sharing activities and 
disagreements may arise due to differences in mental models (Cheung et al., 2016, van Ginkel 
and van Knippenberg, 2008, Paletz et al., 2017) thus delaying consensus. Alternatively groups 
may fail to elaborate on information and reach an early consensus due to groupthink, where 
individuals agree with decisions in the interest of keeping team cohesion (Janis, 1982). 
Studies have shown that team performance and decision making can benefit from task conflict 
(de Wit et al., 2012, Bradley et al., 2015). Task conflict is considered to increase knowledge 
exchange and integration, resolve uncertainty resulting in additional ideas and judgments relating 
to goals, decisions and solutions to then generate consensus (Paletz et al., 2017, Wu et al., 2017). 
When team members oppose the beliefs, attitudes and ideas of others task conflict, increases 
divergent thinking and reducing premature consensus (De Dreu and West, 2001). 
Task conflict and team performance are considered to be positively related when tasks 
are sufficiently complex such as in design or innovation tasks (De Dreu, 2006, Song et al., 2006, 
Badke Schaub et al., 2010). These tasks are complex, involve vaguely defined or conflicting 
goals, multiple solution paths, and emergent constraints (Wiltschnig et al., 2013). They involve 
uncertainty (Paletz et al., 2017), there is no optimal design solution and design teams must create 
multiple alternative solutions that allow subjective factors to determine the outcome (Lawson 
and Dorst, 2013). Design teams are required to alternate between divergent and convergent 
thinking to firstly explore options and suspend early decisions on solutions and secondly to 
analyse solutions (Dym et al., 2006). The process is highly iterative requiring reflection as 
alternative solutions are created, evaluated and revised (Hong and Choi, 2011). Because of the 
nature of design projects it is normal for design teams to tolerate, but also engage with and 
resolve, uncertainty and conflict (Paletz et al., 2017), emphasising the need for ongoing 
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knowledge sharing and consensus reaching. This requires pro-active behaviour from team 
members such as challenging the status quo to arrive at optimum solutions (Björklund, 2013). 
Conflict has been associated with encouraging proactive and unbiased thinking, with 
consideration of both sides of an issue, as well as original independent thought (Nemeth et al., 
2001). Task conflict has been shown to have a positive relationship with design problem solving 
(Yong et al., 2014) by surfacing a number of perspectives and ideas that are then integrated 
(Pelled et al., 1999). Therefore critical perspectives and disagreements are valued and taught to 
design teams, distinguishing them from other teams (Dym et al., 2006). 
The benefits of task conflict is contingent on enhanced communication, collaboration and 
social skills (Wu et al., 2017, Lee et al., 2015). It has been shown that generative dialogues 
contribute to resolving conflicts but that degenerative dialogues do not (Hirvonen, 2019).  Much 
of the literature on consensus and conflict has tended to focus on the benefits of task conflict 
with respect to team performance and decision making, including four meta-analyses (De Dreu 
and Weingart, 2003, de Wit et al., 2012, O'Neill et al., 2013, DeChurch et al., 2013). Other 
studies have compared the impact of conflict inducing tools on decision making (Cosier and 
Schwenk, 1990, Schweiger et al., 1986). The prevailing focus of literature on the relationship 
between task conflict and outcome variables such as team performance and decision making has 
often been at the expense of other pertinent areas of study including the processing employed to 
resolve conflict. According to Hirvonen (2019) and Wu et al. (2017) while conflict can be 
viewed as discursive acts of communication, the key elements of communication that may affect 
conflict among teams are largely overlooked. Therefore, a key objective of this study is to 
address this dearth in the literature by exploring how teams communicate and interact to manage 
task conflict and reach consensus in the course of design projects.  Such understandings hold the 
potential to better support teams to engage in and benefit from conflict. The following is the 
principle research question addressed by this study:
1. What are the conversation activities employed by design teams to negotiate task conflict 
and reach consensus and how are they applied?
Consensus reaching in Design Teams
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The complexity and ill-structured nature of many design problems involve sets of inter-
related decisions which require iterative decision making processes (Jonassen, 2012). Most 
teams are cognitively diverse with differences in beliefs, thinking styles, knowledge, values, 
assumptions, and preferences (Martins et al., 2012, Jehn et al., 1999). Cognitively diverse teams 
can achieve better performance through the comprehensive processing and integration of this 
knowledge (Jehn et al., 1999, Martins et al., 2012).  Alternative perspectives can also lead to the 
stimulation of creativity and originality in ideas (Boos, 2007) that may be synthesised to create 
effective decisions (Fiol, 1994, Parayitam et al., 2010, Olson et al., 2007). In order for teams to 
make decisions collaboratively they must aim for consensus. Franco et al. (2016) and Eden and 
Ackermann (2010) state that the effectiveness of a group to make decisions is dependent on the 
group's ability to; 1) surface and share knowledge and initial interpretations of the key issues and 
2) identify commonalities and differences in views, consolidate all perspectives of the issues or 
options, and come to a solution that reflects the positions of all team members. 
Traditional views of consensus define it as unanimous agreement among participants and 
consensus building is defined as the process of seeking such agreement. (Susskind, 1999). 
However, the possibility to achieve unanimous agreement has been questioned (Herrera-Viedma 
et al., 2014, Peterson et al., 2005, Giordano et al., 2007). Consensus does not always require 
unanimity. Softer views of consensus recognise that every discussion should involve an effort to 
hear and understand each participant (Chiclana et al., 2013, Peterson et al., 2005, Cabrerizo et 
al., 2015). Unanimous agreement can be unbeneficial to group decision making as it may mask 
or stifle the different viewpoints of the participants. A democratic process requires the 
recognition of different views which converge through discussion (Peterson et al., 2005, Lu et 
al., 2012). This is a dynamic and iterative discussion process where individuals are persuaded 
through rational argument and debate to change their opinions step by step until a consensus is 
reached (Herrera-Viedma et al., 2014, Giordano et al., 2007). Participant’s preference values are 
gradually shifted away from their original preferences (Fedrizzi et al., 1999, Giordano et al., 
2007). Consensus accounts for dissent and addresses it, although it does not always have to 
accommodate it (Kacprzyk et al., 1992, Peterson et al., 2005). While individuals must have a 
chance to discuss their viewpoint, it may not be possible to accommodate all views and the team 
may need to move forward with what the group feels is best.  
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van Ginkel and van Knippenberg (2008) argue that teams often focus on achieving 
agreement too early in a project and this can be at the expense of exchanging and elaborating 
distributed information. In a meta-analysis Lu et al. (2012) suggest that this lack of information 
exchange can negatively impact decision quality. Groups tend to focus on shared information 
and overlook unshared information yet it has been shown that the pooling of unshared 
information can improve decision quality (Seyr and Vollmer, 2014, Lu et al., 2012). 
Groupthink, where individuals agree with decisions in the interest of keeping team 
cohesion, despite privately disagreeing with the decisions can also account for premature 
consensus (Janis, 1982).  Groupthink is associated with the alignment of ideas, pressure towards 
uniformity, and the avoidance of dissent (ibid). However a balance is required, while 
differentiation allows for the airing of differing opinions and not closing too quickly, there is a 
danger of a never-ending increase in views and interpretations that are likely to lead to 
information overload and inaction (Eden and Ackermann, 2010, Franco et al., 2016). Task 
conflict may play a role in delaying consensus and therefore mitigating some of the negative 
effects of early consensus and poor decision making.
The consensus process
Basic models of consensus decision making involve collaboratively generating a 
proposal, identifying unsatisfied concerns and modifying the proposal to attain a convergence on 
agreement. For teams to reach consensus they must reach a shared understanding and shared 
representations about the issues being addressed. Common ground is the basis for collaborative 
communication across disciplines and the integration of conflicting concepts or theories (Repko, 
2008). Common ground refers to the knowledge, beliefs and assumptions that conversational 
participants have in common and their awareness of this (Clark, 1996). It is a shared cognitive 
frame of reference (Bromme et al., 2001). Stempfle and Badke-Schaub (2002) found that when 
teams bypassed grounding it led to premature consensus and a lack of evaluation of ideas. 
Beers et al. (2006) developed a framework to show how knowledge is taken from being 
implicit in the minds of individuals to becoming the explicit constructed knowledge of a team 
through the attainment of common ground, see Figure 1.
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Figure 1. From unshared to constructed knowledge (Beers et al., 2006)
The route of unshared individual knowledge to team constructed knowledge goes through 
three forms: external knowledge, shared knowledge and common ground, via four processes of; 
externalisation, internalisation, negotiation and integration. An individual’s knowledge is 
externalised when it is made explicit to others. This is then internalised by the other members of 
the group in an effort to understand the contribution. An individual’s beliefs, assumptions and 
perspectives come into play when trying to understand a contribution and so there is no 
guarantee that all members will arrive at the same understanding simply by externalising and 
internalising the knowledge (Shaw et al., 2003, Bromme et al., 2001). Negotiation of common 
ground must therefore take place for a contribution to be accepted by the team (Badke Schaub et 
al., 2010). This can be afforded by making individual team members’ perspectives explicit to 
others. Participants must verify their understanding of another’s contributions and then articulate 
their own positions on those contributions (Kirschner et al., 2008). Before negotiation of position 
can take place individuals must negotiate meaning. This means that there must be a consensus on 
the interpretation of meaning and then consensus on the position taken on that contribution 
(Fisher and Ury, 1982). During a discourse, common ground can be witnessed through 
contributor’s verifications and acceptances which indicate consensus (Beers et al., 2006). Where 
the position of a contributor is challenged this can be regarded as a conflict (Hirvonen, 2019). 
Fisher (1980) makes a distinction between the consensus process and the consensus outcome of 
decisions. He describes a four-phase decision emergence model process (orientation, conflict, 
emergence, reinforcement) which leads to the consensus outcome where task conflict is part of 
this process.  He argues that consensus is stronger when groups go through a greater amount of 
disagreement during their interactions. The next section addresses how task conflict can benefit 
consensus.
Task Conflict
External 
knowledge
Unshared 
knowledge
NegotiationInternalizationExternalization
Common 
ground
Shared 
knowledge
Integration
Constructed 
knowledge
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The process of consolidating a number of alternatives ideas and perspectives is likely to 
create conflict (Olson et al., 2007, De Dreu and Weingart, 2003). Task conflict concerns 
disagreements related to the task including choices of alternatives or differences in judgements, 
opinions or ideas (De Dreu, 2006, Jehn et al., 1999). Many studies have been conducted to 
determine the impact of conflict on teams to make optimal decisions, including four meta-
analyses (De Dreu and Weingart, 2003, de Wit et al., 2012, O'Neill et al., 2013, DeChurch et al., 
2013). The findings from these studies are mixed but overall results show that under certain 
conditions task conflict improves performance while process and relationship conflict negatively 
affect performance. 
Task conflict is thought to aid innovativeness and group decision making because it 
prevents premature consensus and stimulates constructive criticism and critical thinking to 
evaluate ideas (Amason, 1996, Pelled et al., 1999, Tjosvold, 2008). It can prevent group think 
and confirmatory biases in group decision making (Schulz-Hardt et al., 2002).  Through the 
negotiation of conflict a number of perspectives can surface and be synthesized to aid decision 
making (Parayitam et al., 2010, Martins et al., 2012) and resolve the uncertainty that is the 
hallmark of design practice (Paletz et al., 2017). As team members engage in task conflict they 
gain more knowledge of the task at hand, enabling more balanced decision making (Pelled et al., 
1999). This increased understanding is due to increased communication effectiveness (Wu et al., 
2017), the exchange and sharing of ideas and informatio  and the shifting of individual 
perspectives as one examines their original position in light of new information and perspectives 
(Olson et al., 2007) to guide the team towards a common goal (Van den Bossche et al., 2011). 
Through this process the problem can be broadened to foster possible creative ideas and future 
courses of action, enriching both individual and collective knowledge (Wu et al., 2017). Rather 
than discouraging disagreement good decision making allows participants to identify where 
member’s thinking diverges to allow them to gather more information or ideas on how to resolve 
disagreements (Raiffa and Metcalfe, 2002).
Priem et al. (1995) and Schweiger et al. (1986) found that techniques which embrace and 
resolve conflict produce strong agreement among team members in the resulting decision over 
techniques that encourage consensus. Two approaches have been evaluated by researchers that 
rely on the constructive application of conflict to aid consensus, the dialectical inquiry (DI) and 
the devils advocacy technique (Schweiger et al., 1986, Schwenk and Cosier, 1993, Cosier and 
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Schwenk, 1990). The dialectical inquiry technique, for example, introduces a subgroup structure 
into group interaction to increase the level of task conflict expressed during group discussions. 
One subgroup must oppose the assumptions and recommendations of the other and put forward 
counter assumptions and recommendations to create debate. The devil’s advocate approach relies 
on the critique of a single set of recommendations and assumptions. However on comparing 
these techniques with authentic dissent (naturally occurring conflict) Nemeth et al. (2001) found 
evidence to show that authentic-minority dissent is more effective in stimulating unbiased 
thinking, consideration of both sides of an issue, as well as stimulating original independent 
thought, relative to the devil’s advocate technique. Therefore, the focus for researchers should be 
on supporting and understanding how naturally occurring conflicts can help teams to reach 
considered consensus.
The discourse engaged with during conflict can determine whether conflict can benefit 
teams. Holmes and Marra (2004) found that to reach consensus in meetings, teams need to 
resolve the conflict through dynamic negotiation, often over several speaker turns. For successful 
resolution the contested proposition or issue is explicitly stated and addressed. This ensures that 
the issue doesn’t re-surface at a later time or continue to cause subterranean or corrosive 
problems. Affording time to the process was found to be essential as a decision on a complex or 
contentious issue which is reached too quickly, or with inadequate time for discussion, may well 
unravel later.  
In a study of the discourse of management teams, Hirvonen (2019) found that conflict 
episodes were managed in two ways, by either creating degenerative or generative dialogues. In 
degenerative situations there is no attempt to reposition the team towards a shared understanding 
of an episode. In a generative dialogue the discourse enables the management of the conflict to 
alter the team members understanding of the issues and create a shared understanding. Wu et al. 
(2017) found that enhanced communication amongst teams stimulated the positive effect of task 
conflict and Lee et al. (2015) suggest that task conflict serves as a catalyst for collaboration and 
that social skills play an important role in enhancing collaboration and resolving conflicts. A 
collaborative approach to conflict can reduce task conflict transformation to unconstructive 
forms of conflict such as relationship conflict, compared to a competitive approach (DeChurch et 
al., 2007). Collaborative approaches emphasize reaching mutual goals, understanding everyone’s 
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views, and incorporating several ideas to find a solution, whereas competitive approaches create 
a win–lose situation (Alper et al., 2000).
Dillenbourg (1999) describes three characteristics of collaborative interactions: 
interactivity, synchronicity, and negotiability. Interactivity is defined as the extent to which 
interactions among group members influence each other’s cognitive processes. Synchronicity 
entails synchronous communication, which involves mutual reasoning processes occurring 
simultaneously (Dillenbourg, 1999). Negotiability is the extent to which one can argue for one’s 
position and influence the group’s work process and outcome. To compliment these 
characteristics, Lee et al. (2015) devised the following social skills necessary for positive 
collaboration: communicating one’s ideas, listening to others, open-mindedness, empathizing 
with other group members, appreciating others’ beliefs and responsibilities, adjusting one’s 
behaviours to the group’s norms and rules, and resolving conflicts. Social skills were positively 
associated with collaboration and prevented task conflict from being transformed into 
relationship conflict and a lack of social skills was related to the development of relationship 
conflict which has been proven to be destructive to team performance (Lee et al., 2015).
DeChurch et al. (2013) found that the literature has disproportionately addressed conflict 
states (shared perceptions among members of the intensity of the disagreement) over conflict 
processes (how teams interact regarding their differences and manage conflict). They argue that 
conflict processes, are under-researched. Paletz et al. (2017) also argue that studies on conflict 
processes should come about through observational studies to capture in the moment micro 
conflicts rather than retrospective studies as has been a common technique in the past e.g. (De 
Dreu and Weingart, 2003). They state that understanding the give-and-take of brief 
disagreements in design and other creative practices, and the social-cognitive processes that are 
related to these conflicts, can give insight into why they might be desirable. 
Conceptual framework
We propose that moderate levels of task conflict can have a positive effect on consensus 
reaching by promoting effective collaboration and communication to stimulate information 
exchange and negotiation, in an attempt to bring about consensus that is based on common 
ground. For effective collaboration, teams must be able to reach consensus continuously 
throughout the design process, to agree on beliefs and interpretations, as well as to make 
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decisions. We have applied an adapted version of the model devised by Beers et al. (2006) on 
moving from unshared knowledge to constructed knowledge as the conceptual framework for the 
study. This model of the consensus process was employed as it demonstrates the process that 
teams undergo in reaching common ground. While this model outlines a process to reach 
consensus it does not show the cognitive activity that supports this process or the impact of 
conflict. The current study intends to address this gap by exploring the conversation activities 
that teams use to negotiate conflict in an attempt to reach common ground and consensus (Figure 
2). 
Figure 2. Conceptual model
METHOD
This research employed a multiple case study approach to investigate design teams 
working in their normal environment, as real situated practice can allow for natural dynamics to 
emerge, where external factors and emerging issues and constraints play a bearing on the project 
situation (Marshall, 2007). A multiple case study approach was employed so that the results can 
be compared and contrasted across the teams (Yin, 1994). In this study maximizing the variation 
of the cases in terms of project type and expertise of the participants helped to identify the 
factors that influenced the phenomenon under study (Flyvbjerg, 2006). The research looked at 
interdisciplinary teams of varying expertise, in different design and innovation settings, working 
on different project types. The focus was not to draw out the effect of these differences but to 
draw together the similarities that occurred across different contexts.  Case studies are apt to 
External 
knowledge
Unshared 
knowledge
Conflict
NegotiationInternalizationExternalization
Common 
ground
Shared 
knowledge
Integration
Consensus process
ConsensusDiversity
Conversation activities
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understand design cognition and have been used by other researchers such as Bowen et al. 
(2016) to understand design cognition in practice. 
Four cases were selected for the study. Two of these cases had two teams within each case 
resulting in six teams, see Table 1. Each case was bounded by the context, the project and the 
experience levels of the teams. Therefore, if two teams worked on the same project within the 
same context and from similar experience levels they were part of that case. The first case involved 
a bio-medical fellowship program (Med-Dev1), the second an undergraduate project, the third a 
professional practice case (Consultants) and the fourth an additional bio-medical case (Med-
Dev2). The MedDev teams were selected as they were from a leading global centre for medical 
technology innovation with a proven record of accomplishment in cultivating entrepreneurs and 
med-tech experts through an interdisciplinary team process. The selected consultants were from a 
multi-award winning international design consultancy firm established more than twenty years. 
Combined, the Med-Dev teams and Consultants brought significant expertise to the projects, with 
the selected experts and consultants having, on average, over 8 years’ experience. The 
undergraduate teams were interdisciplinary but inexperienced, see Table 2.
Table 1. Case study profile
Teams Project Team Type Expertise 
Med-Dev 1
 (2 teams of 4)
Medical device 
innovation                                                           
Interdisciplinary: 
engineering, medicine, 
business and law.
Fellows,
experienced /post-
doctoral level
Undergraduate 
 (2 teams of 7)
Design of a user-
centred crew rest for 
flight attendants.                      
Interdisciplinary:
product design and 
digital communication 
Undergraduate 
design students,
novice
Consultants
 (1 team of 4)
User experience 
software interface 
design.                             
Interdisciplinary: 
interaction design, 
software engineering and 
business.
Industry 
consultants,
experienced
Med-Dev 2  
 (1 team of 4)   
Medical device 
innovation                                                           
Interdisciplinary: 
engineering, medicine 
and design.
Fellows
experienced /post-
doctoral level
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Table 2. Demographics of participants on the team
Participants Gender Qualification Role/discipline Years’ 
experience
Med-Dev1 A
Maria F BE Bio-medical engineering 10+
Vaquar M MB, BCh, BAO Medicine 3
Wesley M BE, MBA,  Bio-medical engineering /Business 7
Colm M BE Engineering 10+
Med-Dev1 B
Will M BE, PhD Bio-medical engineering 4
Jack M MB, BCh, BAO, 
PhD
Medicine / Bio-medical engineering 10+
Kieran M LLB Law 7
Valerie F MSc, MBA Business 10+
Undergrad A
Bob M - Product design & Technology (PDT) 0
Rachel F - PDT 0
Kevin M - PDT 0
James M - PDT
Tom M - Industrial Engineering Management 0
Matthijs M - Communication and Media Design 0
Jukka M - Product Design & Engineering 0
Undergrad B
Brian M - PDT 0
Lauren F - PDT 0
Lisa F - PDT 0
Marcus M - PDT 0
Sam M - Communication and Media Design 0
Takeo M - Digital communication 0
Janus M - Product design & engineering 0
Consultants
Harry M Industrial design 
(BDes)
Director, UI / UX designer, software 
developer
10+
Faye F Industrial design 
(BDes)
Director, business developer, UI / 
UX designer
10+
Annette F Psychology 
(BSc)
UI / UX designer 6
Med-Dev2
Liam M BEng, PhD Bio-medical/ Electronic  engineering 10+
Christy M MB BCh BAO 
BSc DRCOG, 
MRCPI
Medicine, 7
Kieran M BEng MSc PhD Bio-medical engineering 7
Riona F BA Product design 5
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Observations were conducted across all cases during work sessions and meetings. The raw 
data was audio recorded and transcribed. Field notes were taken during and shortly after 
observation sessions to accurately document the events (Cohen et al. 2007). 
Data Collection
Participant observation was applied, as it was deemed suitable for investigating the rich, 
complex, conflictual, problematic, and diverse experiences, thoughts, feelings, and activities of 
people (Jorgensen, 2015). Observing and recording behaviour is viewed as one of the most 
objective direct measurement tools available for the assessment of behaviour (Paquin et al., 
2011). The conversations of the teams were recorded using a Dictaphone as they engaged in the 
design process. The quotations provided in the findings section are from these transcripts. The 
capturing of teams’ verbal interactions has been gathered by a number of design researchers as 
advocated by authors (Dong et al., 2013, Oak, 2011). Oak (2011) argues that the analyses of 
conversation in design offers an effective approach to understand the communications and 
negotiations central to design. The research data used for analyses for each project is summarised 
in Table 3.
Table 3. Details of Data Collection
Teams Hrs of analysed 
conversation 
Meeting durations
Med-Dev1 4 hrs Problem definition: Team A: 1hr, 40 min, Team B: 1hr 
52min
Undergraduate 5 hrs Problem definition: Team A: 40 min, Team B: 46 min. 
Ideation: Team B: 1hr
Concept development: Team A: 30min
Consultants 1.5 Problem definition: Team: 1.5hrs
Med-Dev 2  5.5 hrs Problem definition: 3hr
Ideation: 1hr 25min
Concept development: 50min
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Data analysis
The analysis was informed by protocol and conversational analysis studies in design 
research (Deken et al., 2012, McDonnell, 2012). Turns of talk were analysed during naturally 
occurring design meetings, e.g. (McDonnell, 2012). The team conversations were audio 
recorded, transcribed and imported to NVIVO and arranged per case study.  Analysis involved 
both manual methods of reviewing the data and the application of NVivo to categorise the codes. 
The data was first divided into manageable chunks through the identification of topic segments. 
Topic shifts or changes were considered to be appropriate to define topic segments for the 
purpose of analysing consensus as they tend to come about through cooperation and agreement 
(Bublitz, 1988). The conversational means by which a topic shift or change occurred was 
assessed to determine if the participants reached a verbal mutual agreement. Acknowledgements 
were signs of positive evidence such as: uh, yeah, yes, mm, and Ok (ibid). 
Coding of the data
Coding of the data was as follows:
Open coding of the data to inductively allow conversation activities to emerge. Conversational 
themes were identified by observing patterns of repetition in the discussions. The open 
codes were: elaborating/ explaining, clarifying, domain knowledge, reference to prior 
experience, stories, analogies, informed opinions, assumptions, analysing, questioning, 
arguing, mental simulations, scenarios, perspective of others, idea generating, building on, 
humour, planning, monitoring and evaluating.
Consolidated coding involved the merging and reduction of categories. The open codes were 
regrouped under the higher order codes of: knowledge processing, critical thinking, creative 
thinking or meta-cognition or categorised as the conversation activities that make up those codes. 
Codes were also merged due to similarities and when they were repeatedly coded to the same 
data, see Table 4 and Table 5 for an example within the text.
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Table 4. Consolidated codes
Cognitive processes Primitives
Knowledge 
processing
Elaborating/ explaining, clarifying and exchanging information.
Critical thinking Convergent, logical deductive thinking, questioning and analysing 
information, making informed opinions and assumptions. 
Creative thinking Idea generating, lateral thinking, imaginative and divergent thinking. 
Meta-cognition Planning, monitoring and evaluating. 
Conversation activities
Applying domain 
knowledge
Specialist and expert knowledge of a particular domain.
Stories or reference to prior experience.
Constructing 
analogies
Transferring information or meaning from a particular subject (the 
analogue or source) to another subject (the target).
Arguing Give reasons for or against an idea, action, or theory, usually with the 
aim of persuading others to share one's view.
Constructing mental 
simulations
Where a sequence of interdependent events is consciously enacted or 
run through mentally to determine cause and affect relationships. 
Constructing 
scenarios
Creating a mental picture of how someone would behave or feel in a 
certain situation. Imagining and predicting a situation. 
Building on Building on another’s thoughts and ideas.
Table 5. Example of consolidated codes within the text
Examples Cognitive processes
Conversation 
activities
Colm: Did they stick to the program, what did they 
find tough about the program? You were told to give 
up smoking, or you were told to run two miles. 
CT, MC Scenario, 
Building on,
Waquar: Exactly, I was told to run two miles even 
though I have a bad hip, that kind of thing. 
CT, Scenario, 
Building on,
Colm: So what we have looked at is general 
information about them, the program, what about the 
specific tests they have done? Were they painful, were 
they tough? 
CT, MC Building on,
Wesley: I wouldn’t say painful, word it about their 
experience of the test. 
CT, MC Arguing
Colm: Yeah perfect 
KP: knowledge processing, CT: Critical thinking, CRT: Creative thinking, MC: meta-cognition
Reliability and Credibility
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The rigor of this analysis was based on principles of credibility, transferability, 
dependability and neutrality as per Guba and Lincoln (1994). This was achieved through 
engagement with sufficient depth of data. The data was recorded and transcribed for 
transparency and field notes were written to accurately document the events (Gray, 2009). The 
data was subjected to the constant comparison method of Corbin and Strauss (2008). Once all 
cases were analysed comparisons were made between each case to check for patterns and ensure 
consistency between the findings. 
Extracts from transcripts and examples of analytical procedures can give credibility to 
results (Guba and Lincoln, 1994). In line with McDonnell (2012), excerpts are provided from the 
recorded transcripts to provide examples of how the work was analysed. As advocated by Yin 
(1994), to strengthen the reliability of the coding of the conversation activities, third party 
auditing was carried out by two colleagues on the data collection method and analysis process. 
Findings
The purpose of the study was to identify how the conversation activities were used to respond to 
conflict and reach consensus. The following working definition is used to define task conflict:
A disagreement between team members about the task and where team members oppose 
the contribution of another. 
The following working definition is used to define consensus:
Where members of the team externalise and publicly agree on a meaning or position 
which allows the team to move forward in a process. 
Table 6 details the number of topic segments that featured conflict in each phase.  While 
the number is low these topics involved lengthy debate. While conflict can benefit team 
conversation, in these projects it did not prevail across all discussions suggesting that it may only 
be productive when it is at moderate levels. 
Table 6. No. of topics segments per team at each phase with task conflict
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Med-Dev1
Team A
Med-Dev1
Team B
Under-
graduate
Team A 
Under-
graduate
Team B
Consultants Med-Dev2
Problem 
Definition
0 of 40 1 of 56 0 of  13 0 of 11 0 of 44 3 of 40
Ideation -  - 3 of 34 0 of 37
Concept 
development
- 3  of 15 - 3 of 34
In line with the conceptual model the conversation activities were used in the course of 
discussions to externalise, internalise, negotiate and integrate knowledge in an attempt to reach 
consensus on both meaning and position. During this process conflict occurred which forced the 
surfacing of issues, the elaboration of the project information and the consideration of a larger 
number of ideas and perspectives. During conflict there was an emphasis on certain conversation 
activities to both instigate and negotiate the conflict.   
The Conversation Activities used During Discussions with and without Conflict 
Table 7 compares the conversation activities used across each case during topic segments 
with and without conflict. During conflict there was an increase in: domain knowledge, arguing 
and scenarios.  This was because during conflict individuals were required to have knowledge 
and facts to back up assertions being made. They were required to be able to analyse, evaluate, 
hypothesize, critique, judge, defend and then persuade others to the same view. During conflict 
team members did not accept information or assertions made by others as a given but challenged 
them. 
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Table 7. A comparison of the conversation activities used across cases during times with conflict 
(C) and without task conflict (NC)
Conversation 
activity
Med-Dev 1 Undergrad A Undergrad B Med-Dev 2 Total            
C 14 (52%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 18 (17%) 32 (15%)Applying 
domain 
knowledge
NC 83 (17%) 0 (0%) 7 (1%) 159 (13%) 249 (11%)
C 4 (15%) 1 (2%) 0 (0%) 3 (3%) 8 (4%)Constructing 
analogies NC 14(3%) 5 (2%) 42 (9%) 76 (7%) 127 (5%)
C 18 (55%) 13 (28%) 26 (62%) 57 (55%) 114 (52%)Arguing
NC 63 (13%) 5 (2%) 49 (11%) 267 (23%) 361 (15%)
C 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 5 (5%) 5 (2%)Constructing 
mental 
simulations
NC 2 (0.4%) 1 (0.4%) 10 (2%) 85 (7%) 98 (4%)
C 12 (44%) 3 (6%) 11 (26%) 34 (33%) 60 (27%)Constructing 
scenarios NC 59 (12%) 23 (11%) 85 (19%) 136 (12%) 303 (12%)
C 2 (7%) 4 (7%) 6 (14%) 1 (1%) 13 (6%)Building on 
NC 174 (38%) 22 (10%) 77 (18%) 119 (10%) 401 (16%)
Total percentage may be more than 100% as utterances can coded to more than one category 
The role of the Conversation Activities in negotiating conflict
During conflict arguing was a key conversation activity used to negotiate conflict and 
facilitate team members to exchange diverging or opposite views. The application of domain 
knowledge was an important conversation activity used to negotiate conflict.  Team members 
with strong domain knowledge were able to make informed opinions and stronger arguments. 
Domain knowledge also supported the other conversations such as the ability to apply better 
scenarios, mental simulations, analogies and to be able to build on the perspectives of others.  
Scenarios featured significantly during instances of conflict and supported arguing. They had 
several functions as follows:
 Scenarios helped to justify claims by predicting hypothetical situations. 
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 They conveyed powerful imagery of the cause and effect of a situation by putting it into 
context with the interactions of people.
 They enabled forecasting or the predicting of likely events.
 They provided worst case examples and extremes of situations to enforce a point.
 They helped individuals to adopt a ‘devil’s advocate’ approach by identifying “what if” 
situations.
 They enabled the critiquing of solutions by imagining how users would interact with 
them.
 They allowed for objective reasoning and empathy for others by imagining how others 
would behave and feel in certain situations.
The following is an example from the Med-Dev 2 team at the problem definition phase. 
Riona questions a point raised by Christy who responds with a scenario to provide justification 
for his view. He uses domain knowledge, to put forward a scenario to argue his position. The 
scenario depicts the worst case impact of diabetes, the cause and effect of this and forecasts the 
impact it would have on the health system. Through the scenario Christy uses empathy to show 
the effect this has on the patient. He negotiates a score for the ‘need’ being assessed that is 
justified by the case he has just made. 
Riona: But they can still move their feet.
Christy: They can move their feet but if you ask them to close their eyes and point their 
feet up they won’t know that they are pointed up. The chances are if they are a diabetic 
they also have poor circulation which means if the skin becomes broken because they 
have burnt it, they will end up with an ulcer which is a huge cost to the service because 
ulcers are massive… Do you want to say a 3?
Kieran: I’d say a 3 yeah 
Building on was used less frequently during times of conflict but was used to build on others 
arguments to surface and elaborate on information. The following is an example from th  Med-
Dev 1 case during a conflict which was around the issue of inappropriate referrals to a cardiac 
centre.
Jack: So inappropriate referrals. 
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Valerie: Inappropriate referrals. Yeah so how many patients?
Jack: Yeah I suppose if she’s being asked to do an echo.
Valerie: If 15% of her patients are coming in that she feels she should never see.
While mental simulations were used infrequently they also supported arguments by depicting 
why a procedure was important. The following is an example from the Med-Dev2 team where 
the need to x-ray patients before stomach feeding is argued against but quashed using a mental 
simulation. 
Kieran: having to use an x-ray to verify, costs and takes time. It’s expensive isn’t it? 
Riona: But if they feed the patient and it’s in the lung they kill him. 
Christy: Oh yeah every time you insert a feeding tube you send them for an x-ray. You have to…
You need to check position every time you start a feed… So they get a syringe and blow a bubble 
with it and they’ll put a stethoscope over the stomach and they’ll hear a bubble basically through 
the gastric contents… You’ll use a syringe to pull back and test the contents with some litmus 
paper. Usually it should turn blue or red but if it was in the lungs it wouldn’t.
The ability to resolve the conflict was associated with the level of frequency of the use of 
the conversation activities. The Undergraduate Team A had the least frequent use of the 
conversation activities associated with resolving conflict (Table 7).  They used arguing during 
conflict but these arguments were less constructive. They had limited domain knowledge and 
used scenarios infrequently. They at times displayed a more defensive attitude towards conflict 
and seemed to deem it as negative behaviour:
Matthijs: Remember at the earlier Skype meeting we told our ideas and you were ok with 
that, now all of a sudden you are not.
The comment above shows that a level of relationship conflict had emerged due to the 
defensive nature of members when critiqued. It appeared that they lacked both the knowledge 
and then the skills to negotiate the conflict. This resulted in poor communication and poor 
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collaboration. This discourse could be described as degenerative and not aimed at resolving the 
conflict, thus allowing the task conflict to shift towards relationship conflict. 
The effective application of the conversation activities was associated more with the 
Med-Dev teams. Due to their frequent application of domain knowledge they were able to make 
informed arguments that were supported by scenarios to provide examples and justify their 
reasoning. They at times deliberately instigated conflict as a means to provoke thorough 
exploration of the topic. They seemed to have a more positive attitude towards task conflict and 
seemed to view it as a positive means to progress through the project.  In the following example 
from the Med-Dev 2 team, Liam applies a devil’s advocate approach to challenge other team 
members. Despite taking one side in an argument he is still not sure that he fully supports the 
argument. This suggests that he was motivated to instigate conflict in order to create the debate 
necessary to elaborate on the project information. By arguing different viewpoints the team were 
more informed to make better decisions.
Liam: Just to play devil’s advocate for a minute as usual. How would that be a 5 in terms 
of care pathway through efficiency and convenience...? I don’t know I’m not clear in my 
mind about it.
How the conversation activities were used to negotiate conflict and reach consensus
In order to understand how teams go through the process of going from unshared 
knowledge to integrated knowledge and consensus, it is necessary to review a more extensive 
transcript. Table 8 provides an example from the Med-Dev team’s problem definition phase. The 
team had identified a number of medical needs from their clinical immersion. They were tasked 
with filtering the needs to a fewer number which would form the basis for the creation of 
medical device solutions.  The discussion and conflict is around whether the team should factor 
in potential preventative measures in their scoring of the needs. 
The conflict emerges as Christy responds to Liam’s questioning of how they have 
interpreted the filtering criteria. While knowledge has been shared, common ground has not been 
reached. There is uncertainty amongst the team as to whether preventative cost savings should be 
a part of their evaluating criteria. Christy uses a scenario to argue what he believes is Liam’s 
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position. He is negotiating consensus on meaning at this point. He then continues to argue his 
own position that “It’s purely about the impact, is how I would read your criteria.”
Liam responds without correcting Christy’s scenario so it can be assumed that Christy’s 
assessment of Liam’s position is correct. Liam continues to argue his position by applying an 
analogy to a GPs practice and the scenario of an improvement in a care pathway. He finishes the 
utterance to state that “I don’t know, I’m unclear about it. This statement highlights the 
uncertainty involved and how Liam is using a ‘devil’s advocate’ approach to instil conflict in an 
attempt to resolve this uncertainty.
The conflict prompts Kieran to share a solution idea and argue its merits. Liam counter 
argues against this proposal and in doing so externalises and negotiates concerns about assessing 
cost savings. Kieran looks for clarification in asking if Liam is proposing to add another filter. 
This is confirmed to show consensus on meaning and a shared understanding. Christy contributes 
with a further counter argument and Liam responds to argue his position that increased 
efficiency is a cost saving. He uses a scenario of assessing an older ladies history during the 
night to strengthen his argument. In response Christy uses an analogy to a need previously 
scored to argue his position. He further supports this with a scenario of “them taking their tablets 
right now” to argue that it “isn’t a saving for the health care service.” By using a scenario and an 
analogy he is able to make the case that if they were to agree to Liam’s position the team would 
have to rescore all other needs. Liam and Christy continue to argue their position using 
scenarios. Liam then acknowledges that he accepts Christy’s argument when he states “I know 
what you mean.”  To reinforce his argument Christy applies his domain knowledge to provide a 
scenario around diabetes to further argue his position. The remainder of the argument is around 
whether to factor in prevention measures to their scoring scale. The conflict results in a 
consensus to move forward. 
In this topic, conflict raised the communication between the team members. In line with 
the conceptual model in Figure 2, Table 8 has shown how the teams iteratively externalised 
information, negotiated and then integrated that information. This brought the team to a state of 
unshared knowledge to shared knowledge and in turn from common ground to consensus. Liam 
provoked the conflict without holding a strong position reflected in the statement, “I don’t know, 
I’m not clear about it,” simply to elaborate on and debate the project information. This suggests 
that the conflict created was a strategy used to externalise, negotiate and reframe the project 
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information. What is achieved in this discussion is a thorough debate on whether preventative 
measures should be factored into the filtering criteria. Important issues were raised which may 
have been overlooked had Liam not created the debate.  Consensus was intentionally delayed but 
reached at the end of the topic. This resulted in a consensus based on common ground. Perhaps 
not all fully agreed with the decision but they democratically agreed to proceed with a deeper 
understanding of the nuances of the problem at hand. 
Table 8. Task conflict
Examples
Conversation 
activities
Christy: “The question there that you are bringing up Liam is, if you have a 
device that prevents something, will it be provided because it’s an immediate 
cost to pay for your device to save money down the line? But this is purely if 
you fix the need there’s going to be a saving to the health service. It doesn’t 
take into account when there is a cost to the health service. It’s purely about 
the impact is how I would read your criteria.”
Scenario, 
arguing
Externalising/ 
negotiating
Liam: “But even going into the G.P. If whatever the solution is and the G.P. 
is providing that, and it is a minor improvement in a care pathway. It can 
improve his efficiency and convenience in having to deal with something 
else. I don’t know, I’m not clear about it.”
Arguing, 
scenario, 
analogy
Externalising/ 
negotiating
Kieran: “What about if we built something in for preventative if we know it 
saves money down the line in prevention...? Anything you can prevent is 
probably a massive saving down the line. So can we build something into the 
chart that if that is the case we give it a three?”
Arguing
Externalising/ 
negotiating
Liam: “I think we have to be very careful with that though. I’m not against it 
I’m just saying we have to be very careful about what the difference is 
between when we are assessing provider impact and what are the real cost 
savings. Because I think the way that we have defined it at the moment it’s 
almost a separate category, cost savings as a result of prevention.”
Arguing 
Externalising/ 
negotiating
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Kieran: “As a filter?” Externalising
Liam: “Yeah probably as a subsequent filter.” Externalising
Christy: “But you could argue that with the one about compliance. I mean 
that’s a preventative cost saving.”
Arguing
Externalising/ 
negotiating
Liam: “It’s also enabling the provider to be more efficient because, if as you 
said you have this old lady coming in late and you’re getting that information 
out of them in two minutes rather than an hour it’s making your job as a 
provider easier.”
Arguing, 
scenario 
Externalising/ 
negotiating
Christy: “Oh that definitely is. There’s one about compliance. See the top 
one a better way to instruct elderly patients how to follow their treatment 
plan in order to increase compliance and frequency of success. That scored a 
provider impact of 4 but you could say that the reason you want to do that is 
that you want to take your medications appropriately for example aspirin to 
prevent a stroke. So you want them to be compliant with their medication. 
Them taking their tablets right now isn’t a saving for the health care service 
and we gave that a four. So if you take that stance a lot of them will have to 
be changed.”
Arguing, 
scenario, 
Analogy 
Externalising/ 
negotiating
Liam: “But it’s the treatment success. If it increases their treatment success. 
It’s like they are already in there and they need to get from A to B to be 
cured, but if that is shortened from six months to four months because of 
better compliance that’s a better system measurable variable there.”
Arguing, 
scenario
Externalising/ 
negotiating
Christy: “I don’t know how that is different from if someone comes to your 
diabetic clinic and you diagnose them with peripheral neuropathy and you 
want them not to have this huge cost of not developing an ulcer in six 
months’ time.”
Arguing, 
scenario
Externalising/ 
negotiating
Liam: “I know what you mean. CONSENSUS. I suppose it’s a question of.., 
One you’re talking about a specific treatment in a very defined pathway the 
other you are talking about a possible complication or side effect of having 
this disease.  You’re coming with diabetes but you are trying to prevent a 
possible happening. I don’t know.”  
Arguing, 
scenario
Integrating/ 
negotiating
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Christy: “It’s the same, it’s not diabetes its peripheral neuropathy because 
its people you have assessed with peripheral neuropathy that you want to not 
have that complication. So it’s the same thing. In the other one you have 
assessed someone as having high blood pressure and you don’t want them to 
have a stroke.  Or someone who is at risk of having a heart attack and you 
want to give them aspirin to prevent that. In my mind there is no difference. 
What are your thoughts on it?”
Domain 
Knowledge, 
Arguing, 
scenario 
Externalising/ 
negotiating
Kieran: “I still think it’s a very difficult one to gage on the scale we have. 
So I think we should build something into the scale to account for 
prevention.”
Arguing
Externalising/ 
negotiating
Liam: “I wouldn’t touch the scale. Even as it stands there is a lot built in 
there. If we build any more in, I think we might dilute the effectiveness of 
the scale or else we need a separate filter.”
Arguing 
Externalising/ 
negotiating
Kieran: “Well let’s answer in relation to the scale now.” Externalising
Liam: “Its fine is that what you mean? Just leave it as a 3?” Externalising
Kieran: “Yeah well sitting on the fence a bit and move on.” Externalising
Liam: “Yeah.” CONSENSUS Integrating
Kieran: “Yeah I’d say give it a 3.” CONSENSUS Integrating
The key overall findings are:
 The conversation activities identified were used to instigate and negotiate conflict. This 
process avoided premature consensus and forced the elaboration of information to bring 
about an informed consensus that considered the perspectives of all team members.
 During conflict the levels of domain knowledge, arguing and scenarios rose to both 
instigate and manage the conflict. 
DISCUSSION
The main contribution of this paper to the conflict management literature is in 
outlining the conversation activities that make up the generative dialogue that teams use to 
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negotiate conflict and reach consensus. The research applied an adapted version of the Beers 
et al. (2006) model to show that the negotiation of conflict can support teams to surface 
unshared knowledge, elaborate and negotiate that knowledge in arriving at a consensus that 
is based on common ground and the perspectives of all team members. In line with 
Kirschner et al. (2008) the findings have confirmed that due to the complex, unstructured 
and uncertain nature of design problems consensus is required continuously in the course of 
the project, not just to make decisions but to agree a shared meaning and position to take. 
The instigation of conflict and debate went towards reducing uncertainty, the attainment of a 
shared understanding and in turn consensus. 
The literature has shown that the benefits of task conflict on team performance is not 
automatic and requires certain conditions. In line with Hirvonen (2019), the findings show that 
conflict requires generative dialogues to resolve the conflict. It also requires a level of 
willingness to communicate using the correct mode of communication (Wu et al., 2017), to 
increase the exchange of information between team members. A significant contribution of this 
study is in defining the conversation activities that make up these modes of communication. A 
second contribution is to show how teams employed the conversation activities to exchange 
knowledge and negotiate task conflict to reach consensus on both meaning and position over the 
course of their discussions. A third contribution is in showing how the conversation activities can 
play a significant role in preventing task conflict from mutating towards relationship conflict. 
Finally, a fourth contribution is that experienced teams appear to have superior social and 
collaboration skills to benefit from task conflict.
It has been suggested that task conflict may not benefit teams as it will inevitably lead to 
relationship conflict (De Dreu and Weingart, 2003). A lack of social skills has been found to 
even trigger relationship conflict, which is known to be detrimental to collaboration (Lee 2015). 
This research provides empirical evidence that the frequent use of the conversation activities of 
domain knowledge, constructing analogies, arguing, constructing mental simulations, 
constructing scenarios and building on were associated with high level social, communication 
and collaboration skills that enabled the teams to manage and benefit from task conflict. The 
conversation activities employed during conflict were reflective of the three characteristics of 
collaborative interactions as identified by Dillenbourg (1999): interactivity, synchronicity, and 
negotiability. Task conflict increased the exchange between team members and the frequent use 
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of the conversation activities were instrumental in the surfacing of multiple perspectives and the 
influencing of others to bring about alternative perspectives that were then consolidated by the 
group. Many team members showed high level negotiation skills with strong arguments that 
were supported by domain knowledge, the use of scenarios, analogies and mental simulations. 
Team members at times built on one another’s arguments in order to strengthen a position being 
presented to the team. These advanced social and collaborative skills were also evident in the 
regular ‘devil’s advocate’ approach that the Med-Dev2 team applied to instigate conflict simply 
to argue a different position without necessarily holding strong beliefs in their argument. This 
ensured that the topic was fully explored from multiple perspectives and challenged group 
biases.  
The Undergraduate team A, who were a novice team had the least frequent use of such 
conversation activities and this may be associated with less developed social skills. This was the 
only team that displayed signs of experiencing relationship conflict. This was also compounded 
by limited domain knowledge. This would suggest that experienced teams with developed 
domain knowledge and social skills will be in a better position to manage and negotiate task 
conflict and mitigate the risk of task conflict mutating into relationship conflict. This is in line 
with the findings of de Wit et al. (2012) who found that top management teams were better able 
to deal with conflict when compared to lower levels in the organization.
While conflict was evident in five of the six teams observed, it did not occur in one team. 
One notable difference of this team was the nature of the project. It was more defined and 
structured than any of the projects from the other cases. The team were applying best practice 
principles to an application that had already been developed. The project elements were more 
certain, there was less ambiguity and less alternatives to explore and therefore task conflict was 
perhaps not necessary. This was in contrast to the other projects that featured conflict which were 
ill-defined with multiple solution options. This would support the findings of  (Paletz et al., 
2017) that conflicts can be applied to resolve uncertainty in the course of  design problem 
solving. Another notable observation of the findings was that the level of conflict experienced 
was both infrequent and at low levels across the projects. The conversation activities were also 
applied during topic segments that did not feature conflict to show that the integration of diverse 
knowledge and perspectives to reach consensus does not always require conflict. This would 
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support the literature which advises that high and prolonged levels of task conflict could be 
detrimental to a team’s ability to reach consensus (de Wit et al., 2012, Amason, 1996).
These findings are insightful for the management of design and innovation teams, as well 
as teams working on unstructured problems that have conflicting goals or multiple solution paths 
both in industry and education. This study suggests that while task conflict can stimulate 
information exchange and bring about a consensus based on common ground it needs to be 
carefully managed to achieve this. High level social, communication and collaboration skills 
must be fostered. This can be achieved by encouraging the use of the conversation activities 
identified. Domain knowledge can help team members to produce evidence to support claims 
being made. Scenarios, analogies and mental simulations can facilitate arguing to help explain 
and justify reasoning through the provision of hypothetical examples. Building on can support 
others to develop and build strong positions in negotiating consensus.
The conversation activities highlighted can act as a guide to help teams to instigate and manage 
task conflict. The levels of collaboration and social skills will have a bearing on how well teams 
preform and an experienced facilitator may be required to both stimulate and help the negotiation 
of task conflict.
Limitations and future research
The study has some limitations. The study looked in depth at a limited number of teams 
so it is not possible to generalise from the findings. Only a short but detailed insight into the 
activities of the teams was obtained. However, a study on discourse is very time consuming and 
for every hour of recorded material up to 25 hours of additional time is necessary to transcribe 
and analyse the data. However these studies have led to theory building to show how teams reach 
consensus, apply and manage conflict to reach consensus based on common ground.  Despite 
these limitations, the findings suggests, that it would be worthwhile to replicate more 
longitudinal studies with larger group numbers. This would allow for further exploration of the 
relationship between conflict and consensus over the course of a project. It is possible that 
conflict may bring enhanced benefits to teams at certain stages of a project. Longitudinal studies 
are needed to further understand contextual factors such as responses to the emergence of 
conflict and the impact of this over time. Another avenue of future work would be to develop a 
scaffolding model based on the conversation activities uncovered to instil and manage conflict 
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and test such scaffolds with student groups to determine their pedagogical relevance. This could 
entail comparing the levels of task conflict, consensus and decision quality across teams with and 
without a scaffolder intervention. The findings indicated that the more experienced teams in the 
study demonstrated a better performance in managing task conflict. Further comparative studies 
between expert and novice teams and their relationship with task conflict are required to help 
better understand how to support teams navigating the complex route to constructive consensus.
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Figure 1 From unshared to constructed knowledge (Beers et al. 2006)
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Figure 1 Conceptual model
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Table 1. Case study profile
Teams Project Team Type Expertise 
MedDev1
 (2 teams of 4)
Medical device 
innovation                                                           
Interdisciplinary: 
engineering, medicine, 
business and law.
Fellows,
experienced /post-
doctoral level
Undergraduate 
 (2 teams of 7)
Design of a user-
centred crew rest for 
flight attendants.                      
Interdisciplinary:
product design and 
digital communication 
Undergraduate 
design students,
novice
Consultants
 (1 team of 4)
User experience 
software interface 
design.                             
Interdisciplinary: 
interaction design, 
software engineering and 
business.
Industry 
consultants,
experienced
Med-dev 2  
 (1 team of 4)   
Medical device 
innovation                                                           
Interdisciplinary: 
engineering, medicine 
and design.
Fellows
experienced /post-
doctoral level
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Table 2. Demographics of participants on the team
Participants Gender Qualification Role/discipline Years’ 
experience
Med-Dev1 A
Maria F BE Bio-medical engineering 10+
Vaquar M MB, BCh, BAO Medicine 3
Wesley M BE, MBA,  Bio-medical engineering /Business 7
Colm M BE Engineering 10+
Med-Dev1 B
Will M BE, PhD Bio-medical engineering 4
Jack M MB, BCh, BAO, 
PhD
Medicine / Bio-medical engineering 10+
Kieran M LLB Law 7
Valerie F MSc, MBA Business 10+
Under-grad A
Bob M - Product design & Technology (PDT) 0
Rachel F - PDT 0
Kevin M - PDT 0
James M - PDT
Tom M - Industrial Engineering Management 0
Matthijs M - Communication and Media Design 0
Jukka M - Product Design & Engineering 0
Under-grad B
Brian M - PDT 0
Lauren F - PDT 0
Lisa F - PDT 0
Marcus M - PDT 0
Sam M - Communication and Media Design 0
Takeo M - Digital communication 0
Janus M - Product design & engineering 0
Consultants
Harry M Industrial design 
(BDes)
Director, UI / UX designer, software 
developer
10+
Faye F Industrial design 
(BDes)
Director, business developer, UI / 
UX designer
10+
Annette F Psychology 
(BSc)
UI / UX designer 6
Med-Dev2
Liam M BEng, PhD Bio-medical/ Electronic  engineering 10+
Christy M MB BCh BAO 
BSc DRCOG, 
MRCPI
Medicine, 7
Kieran M BEng MSc PhD Bio-medical engineering 7
Riona F BA Product design 5
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Table 3. Details of Data Collection
Teams Hrs of analysed 
conversation 
Meeting durations
MedDev1 4 hrs Problem definition: Team A: 1hr, 40 min, Team B: 1hr 
52min
Undergraduate 5 hrs Problem definition: Team A: 40 min, Team B: 46 min. 
Ideation: Team B: 1hr
Concept development: Team A: 30min
Consultants 1.5 Problem definition: Team: 1.5hrs
Med-dev 2  5.5 hrs Problem definition: 3hr
Ideation: 1hr 25min
Concept development: 50min
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Table 4. Consolidated codes
Cognitive processes Primitives
Knowledge 
processing
Elaborating/ explaining, clarifying and exchanging information.
Critical thinking Convergent, logical deductive thinking, questioning and analysing 
information, making Informed opinions and assumptions 
Creative thinking Idea generating, lateral thinking, imaginative and divergent thinking. 
Meta-cognition Planning, monitoring and evaluating 
Conversation activities
Applying domain 
knowledge
Specialist and expert knowledge of a particular domain.
Stories or reference to prior experience.
Constructing 
analogies
Transferring information or meaning from a particular subject (the 
analogue or source) to another subject (the target).
Arguing Give reasons for or against an idea, action, or theory, usually with the 
aim of persuading others to share one's view.
Constructing mental 
simulations
Where a sequence of interdependent events is consciously enacted or 
run through mentally to determine cause and affect relationships. 
Constructing 
scenarios
Creating a mental picture of how someone would behave or feel in a 
certain situation. Imagining and predicting a situation. 
Building on Building on another’s thoughts and ideas.
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Table 5. Example of consolidated codes within the text
Examples Cognitive processes
Conversation 
activities
Colm: Did they stick to the program, what did they 
find tough about the program? You were told to give 
up smoking, or you were told to run two miles. 
CT, MC Scenario, 
Building on,
Waquar: Exactly, I was told to run two miles even 
though I have a bad hip, that kind of thing. 
CT, Scenario, 
Building on,
Colm: So what we have looked at is general 
information about them, the program, what about the 
specific tests they have done? Were they painful, were 
they tough? 
CT, MC Building on,
Wesley: I wouldn’t say painful, word it about their 
experience of the test. 
CT, MC Arguing
Colm: Yeah perfect 
KP: knowledge processing, CT: Critical thinking, CRT: Creative thinking, MC: meta-
cognition
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Table 6. No. of topics segments per team at each phase with task conflict
Med-dev1
Team A
Med-dev1
Team B
Under-
graduate
Team A 
Under-
graduate
Team B
Consultants Med-dev2
Problem 
Definition
0 of 40 1 of 56 0 of  13 0 of 11 0 of 44 3 of 40
Ideation -  - 3 of 34 0 of 37
Concept 
development
- 3  of 15 - 3 of 34
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Table 7. A comparison of the conversation activities used across cases during times with 
conflict (C) and without task conflict (NC)
Conversation 
activity
Med-dev 1 Under-grad 
A
Under-grad 
B
Med-dev 2 Total            
C 14 (52%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 18 (17%) 32 (15%)Applying 
domain 
knowledge
NC 83 (17%) 0 (0%) 7 (1%) 159 (13%) 249 (11%)
C 4 (15%) 1 (2%) 0 (0%) 3 (3%) 8 (4%)Constructing 
analogies NC 14(3%) 5 (2%) 42 (9%) 76 (7%) 127 (5%)
C 18 (55%) 13 (28%) 26 (62%) 57 (55%) 114 (52%)Arguing
NC 63 (13%) 5 (2%) 49 (11%) 267 (23%) 361 (15%)
C 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 5 (5%) 5 (2%)Constructing 
mental 
simulations
NC 2 (0.4%) 1 (0.4%) 10 (2%) 85 (7%) 98 (4%)
C 12 (44%) 3 (6%) 11 (26%) 34 (33%) 60 (27%)Constructing 
scenarios NC 59 (12%) 23 (11%) 85 (19%) 136 (12%) 303 (12%)
C 2 (7%) 4 (7%) 6 (14%) 1 (1%) 13 (6%)Building on 
NC 174 (38%) 22 (10%) 77 (18%) 119 (10%) 401 (16%)
Total percentage may be more than 100% as utterances can coded to more than one category 
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Table 8. Task conflict
Examples
Conversation 
activities
Christy: “The question there that you are bringing up Liam is if you have a 
device that prevents something will it be provided because it’s an immediate 
cost to pay for your device to save money down the line. But this is purely if 
you fix the need there’s going to be a saving to the health service. It doesn’t 
take into account when there is a cost to the health service. It’s purely about 
the impact is how I would read your criteria.”
Scenario, 
arguing.
Externalising/ 
negotiating
Liam: “But even going into the G.P. If whatever the solution is and the G.P. 
is providing that, and it is a minor improvement in a care pathway. It can 
improve his efficiency and convenience in having to deal with something 
else. I don’t know, I’m not clear about it.”
Arguing, 
scenario, 
analogy
Externalising/ 
negotiating
Kieran: “What about if we built something in for preventative if we know it 
saves money down the line in prevention...? Anything you can prevent is 
probably a massive saving down the line. So can we build something into the 
chart that if that is the case we give it a three?”
Arguing
Externalising/ 
negotiating
Liam: “I think we have to be very careful with that though. I’m not against it 
I’m just saying we have to be very careful about what the difference is 
between when we are assessing provider impact and what are the real cost 
savings. Because I think the way that we have defined it at the moment it’s 
almost a separate category, cost savings as a result of prevention.”
Arguing, 
Externalising/ 
negotiating
Kieran: “As a filter?” Externalising
Liam: “Yeah probably as a subsequent filter.” Externalising
Christy: “But you could argue that the one about compliance. I mean that’s 
a preventative cost saving.”
Arguing
Externalising/ 
negotiating
Liam: “It’s also enabling the provider to be more efficient because if as you 
said you have this old lady coming in late and you’re getting that information 
out of them in two minutes rather than an hour It’s making your job as a 
provider easier.”
Arguing, 
scenario, 
Externalising/ 
negotiating
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Christy: “Oh that definitely is. There’s one about compliance. See the top 
one a better way to instruct elderly patients how to follow their treatment 
plan in order to increase compliance and frequency of success. That scored a 
provider impact of 4 but you could say that the reason you want to do that is 
that you want to take your medications appropriately for example aspirin to 
prevent a stroke. So you want them to be compliant with their medication. 
Them taking their tablets right now isn’t a saving for the health care service 
and we gave that a 4. So if you take that stance a lot of them will have to be 
changed.”
Arguing, 
scenario, 
Analogy, 
Externalising/ 
negotiating
Liam: “But it’s the treatment success. If it increases their treatment success. 
It’s like they are already in there and they need to get from A to B to be 
cured but if that is shortened from 6 months to 4 months because of better 
compliance that’s a better system measurable variable there.”
Arguing, 
scenario,
Externalising/ 
negotiating
Christy: “I don’t know how that is different from if someone comes to your 
diabetic clinic and you diagnose them with peripheral neuropathy and you 
want them not to have this huge cost of not developing an ulcer in six 
months’ time.”
Arguing, 
scenario,
Externalising/ 
negotiating
Liam: “I know what you mean. CONSENSUS. I suppose it’s a question of .. 
One you’re talking about a specific treatment in a very defined pathway the 
other you are talking about a possible complication or side effect of having 
this disease.  You’re coming with diabetes but you are trying to prevent a 
possible happening. I don’t know.”  
Arguing, 
scenario,
Integrating/ 
negotiating
Christy: “It’s the same it’s not diabetes its peripheral neuropathy because its 
people you have assessed with peripheral neuropathy that you want to not 
have that complication. So it’s the same thing. In the other one you have 
assessed someone as having high blood pressure and you don’t want them to 
have a stroke.  Or someone who is at risk of having a heart attack and you 
want to give them aspirin to prevent that. In my mind there is no difference. 
What are your thoughts on it?”
Domain 
Knowledge, 
Arguing, 
scenario, 
Externalising/ 
negotiating
Kieran: “I still think it’s a very difficult one to gage on the scale we have. 
So I think we should build something into the scale to account for 
prevention.”
Arguing, 
Externalising/ 
negotiating
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Liam: “I wouldn’t touch the scale. Even as it stands there is a lot built in 
there. If we build any more in I think we might dilute the effectiveness of the 
scale or else we need a separate filter.”
Arguing, 
Externalising/ 
negotiating
Kieran: “Well let’s answer in relation to the scale now.” Externalising
Liam: “Its fine is that what you mean? Just leave it as a 3?” Externalising
Kieran: “Yeah well sitting on the fence a bit and move on.” Externalising
Liam: “Yeah.” CONSENSUS Integrating
Kieran: “Yeah I’d say give it a 3.” CONSENSUS Integrating
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